Between Politics and Economics

The Federal Republic of Germany considers trade between itself and East Germany not as foreign, but as domestic trade. Since the division of Germany these economic contacts have often given rise to heated discussion and bitter criticism. The close connection between political and economic aims is constantly engendering new fuel. The collision of two completely opposed systems raises a multiplicity of fresh problems.

This year the Leipzig Spring Fair ended on 14th March. Apart from the visits pensioners are allowed to pay, i.e. the old and sick are allowed to travel once each year from Central Germany to the Federal Republic and apart from the opportunities for West Germans—but not West Berliners—to visit the Eastern Sector of the old German capital, the Leipzig Fairs in March and September are the only chance for thousands of Germans to see their families and friends. Private individuals as well as businessmen buy Fair passes to Leipzig from the Chambers of Industry and Commerce in the Federal Republic. From all parts of East Germany, friends and relatives come to Leipzig for family meetings. The East German police nearly always forbid West Germans to travel on from Leipzig to Dresden, Plauen, Erfurt, Halle or Rostock.

It is necessary to know this when reading about the large number of visitors. However, this does not diminish the importance of the Leipzig Fairs. The Autumn Fair is exclusively for consumer goods and is held in numerous halls—partly rebuilt, partly new—in the centre of town, whilst at the Spring Fair there are capital goods too; this is the so-called Technical Fair. Like its predecessors since 1960, the last Spring Fair was international. Almost 10,000 exhibitors from nearly 70 countries attended the exibitors, i.e. 129, came from the Federal Republic, including West Berlin. They rented about 10% of the 355,000 square meters net exhibiting space. East Germany, with its stands for state-owned foreign trade organisations, the Associations of People’s Enterprises (VVB) and the People’s Enterprises (VEB) and the few private and semi-public firms, occupied almost two thirds of the total space. Thus the two parts of Germany and their firms and organisations occupied more than three quarters of the exhibiting space. A Pan-German Fair?

The Federal Republic in a Better Position

Before answering this question we must first state that ever since the 1965 Spring Fair East Germany and the Federal Republic have taken almost the same amount of exhibiting space as they did last March. In spring 1965 the West German exhibitors took up their old positions, which they left on 13th August, 1961, shortly before the Autumn Fair, and again left en masse before the 1962 Spring Fair, in protest against the Berlin Wall. At that time—autumn 1961—the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs in Bonn had strictly advised against participation in the Leipzig Fair. At the end of 1964 it changed its policy and advised a return. In the intervening years the space which had become vacant was occupied in the main by exhibitors from the industrial countries of the West, such as France, Britain, Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy and, to a lesser extent, Switzerland, Austria and the USA. But their hope that trade with them would take the place of West Germany’s inter-zonal trade with East Germany was realised to only a limited degree, even though in many cases they offered really attractive credit terms to East Germany.

In spite of the numerous political difficulties recently, West Germany’s position in inter-zonal trade has not deteriorated but improved. This is mainly because pressing demand in the East German economy for goods and, above all, for “investment goods”, which it needs urgently, is constantly rising. Last year inter-zonal trade broke all previous records and reached almost 3,000 million accounting units, i.e. German Marks, counting the flow in both directions. This is about 20% higher than in 1965. But consignments from West Germany account for about DM 1,700 million of this and only DM 1,300 million represents consignments of goods in the opposite direction. Since on 15th November, 1966, the Head of the West German Inter-zonal Trustee Department, Pollack—incidentally, it was the first time for many years that he had visited the Leipzig Fair—and the East German Deputy Minister for “Foreign Trade and German Internal Trade”, Behrendt, concluded an agreement in connection with the postponement of the annual settlement of balances in cash agreed in 1960, this difference of DM 400 million is equal to a medium-term credit for East Germany. This arrangement has also made it possible for East Germany to pay for an additional DM 100 million investment goods annually under sub-account I, like machines, iron and steel, with “softgoods” from sub-account II, i.e. consumer goods and agricultural products. Additionally, there are the Federal guarantees...
Better Credit Opportunities

In April this year Bonn took a further step which facilitated and extended inter-zonal trade. More than 50 credit institutes in the Federal Republic decided to found an institute for the long-term financing of trade in items of plant and equipment in inter-zonal trade. The initial capital of this “Gesellschaft für Anlagenfinanzierung G.m.b.H., Frankfurt” (Fixed Assets Finance Company, Frankfurt) is to be DM 1 million. It has not yet been possible to discover how high the first credit ceilings will be. The credit institutes will decide the conditions. It is probable that these credits for financing capital goods sent by the Federal Republic to East Germany will run for between four and eight years. There is no doubt that the central German economy’s credit opportunities will improve in the near future.

The Deputy Chairman of the East German Council of Ministers—one of the Deputy Minister Presidents—Julius Balkow, was invited in spring of last year, by its organisers, to visit the Hanover Fair. He set off from Berlin, but, at the instance of the Federal Government, the West German authorities refused to give him an entry visa. This year they thought better of it. Whether this is because of the Government’s new “great coalition” policy or because diminishing sales in the German iron and steel industry and by machine and plant manufacturers have had something to do with this, the fact is that three Ministers from Central Germany came this time. Perhaps it was represented to them by persons of standing in West German industry that the “Gesellschaft für Anlagenfinanzierung” has at its disposal amounts to lend in excess of DM 150 million and that these sums—which are to be refinanced by the Bundesbank—will soon be available.

Although the seventh rally of the German Socialist Unity Party (SED) did not point up any aggravation of the East German position in the debate between the two halves of Germany—for instance, contrary to what many West German politicians feared, the designation “Ministry for Foreign Trade and German Internal Trade” was not altered—it is absolutely on the cards that East Germany will demand an official agreement between Bonn and East Berlin as its price for the expansion of German internal trade, and that the three Ministers either hinted at this in Hanover, demanded it or mentioned it as a preliminary condition before further negotiation could take place. It is believed that the President of the East German State Council, Walter Ulbricht, may even have issued a directive instructing all functionaries, to refer to this repeatedly and constantly as a matter of policy.

Central German Industry’s Ability to Deliver

This is really a paradox because although the West German industry’s eagerness to deliver has risen considerably since mid-1966, East Germany has a far greater interest in expanding German internal trade than does West Germany, and certainly in obtaining more favourable and longer credit terms. But an increase in the flow of goods from West to East and improved financing conditions are not the essential conditions for increasing the overall volume. The decisive factor is—and is likely to remain so for some time—the ability of Central German industry to deliver and that of the West German market to absorb and accept these goods. Although the quality of consumer goods coming from East Germany has shown constant improvement over the past few years and although some prices are extremely favourable in comparison with competitive goods, many items cannot be sold in West Germany or are difficult to sell. Where durable goods, such as motor-cars, are involved, this is because of bad service and deficient fashion appeal; in the field of semi-durables the competition from other communist countries in Europe has increased considerably—primarily that from Yugoslavia, Rumania and Hungary. Furthermore, the pressure of exports from low-price producer countries in Asia is growing and—last, but not least—the consumer goods sector in the Federal Republic also has its worries—as the textile industry. Petrol deliveries from Leuna have almost come to a halt because, under the provisions of the EEC Commission, hydrogenisation preferences were dropped long ago and after two mild winters and increasing conversion to oil-fired heating, brown coal briquettes are becoming more and more difficult to sell, particularly because the West German brown coal mines have almost no backlog of deliveries.

Political Dogmas Make Trade More Difficult

Central Germany considers trade with the Federal Republic to be west trade for which hard currency is unnecessary; it is paid for in kind. According to the provisions of the Treaty of Rome covering the establishment of a common market, this zone is not an outside country, which brings it considerable advantages. For a long time East Germany has been tied to the Soviet Union by various agreements, which have recently been amended. At the last Leipzig Spring Fair the Soviet Union rented only 13,360 square meters. This is about 3%. Why should it be better represented? Every last detail is taken care of in trade agreements with East Germany and trade with the USSR accounts for about 50% of East Germany’s total foreign trade, trade with other socialist countries for 25%; on the other hand, inter-zonal trade—in East Berlin this counts as foreign trade—accounts for only about 10%. The collective Soviet exhibit, in its own building—which is much larger than any of the